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Four Students Vie
For Purple Editorship
Elections
ship
held

for

the editor-

of the Purple will be
Thursday, January 14.

Four students are running
the post; two of them

for

are

running as candidates for co-

The four candidates are
Ciendon Lee Jr., Jim Savage,
John Bennett and his runningmate Tom Fennell. Statements
form the candidates appear in
the

editorial

section

of this

editorship.

Ciendon H. Lee, Jr., a
junior political science major
from Chappaqua, N.Y.,

is

cur-

the secretary of the
Delegate Assembly. He is a

rently

gownsman, treasurer of Alpha
Tau Omega, a member of the

John R. Bennett is a juneconomics major from
Greensboro, N.C. He was at
one time layout editor of the
Purple and wrote the "In the
Ear" column for this publiior

cation. He is the managing
editor and layout editor of
the Mountain Goat and has

served

on the Symposium

His

running-mate,

Tom

is a sophomore from
Rock, Ark. He is on
editorial board of the Purple
and serves as layout editor
and artist. He is a member of
the Mountain Goat staff and
was last year's assistant man-

Little

aging

editor

of the Purple.

Jim Savage, a junior poliscience major from MerMiss., began working

tical

idian,

for

the

Purple

during

his

freshman year. He was named
managing editor in

his

to

Outlined At Convocation

were the purpose of
last Tuesday's Convocation.
The Dean of the college
explained the procedures for
preregistration for the second
semester. Three special course
offerings in securities and

ar-

ticles and editorials to the
Purple as well as contributing
to the Mountain Goat.

Committee.

assistant

ward

past year and contributes

Fennell,

Preregistration Procedure

Preregistration procedures,
descriptions of three special
new courses and the presentation of a National Collegiate Athletics Association a-

Student Forum and the Student Activity Fee Committee.
He has been advertising manager ott the Purple for the

investments, a study of movand the philosophy of
science were described.
ies,

The Vice-Chancellor presented an award to John N.
Phpham, IV, a senior in the
college from Chattanooga. The
Award was made on behalf of
the NCAA for outstanding
and academic achievement. (See related story and
form the Vice-Chancelathletic
letter

lor in this issue).

sophomore year and
the

Purple.

He

is

is

also

an associate editor of the
Mountain Goat. He has worked

on a

special issue of the
Tau Delta magazine.
a gownsman, a UniverGuide, and has been a
member of the Delegate Assembly since its inception in
1969, having been a member
of the committee which wrote
the new student government.
He is also student representative on the Faculty Curri-

Delta

He

is

sity

culum Committee.

EXAM SCHEDULE
FRI..JAN.22
SAT..JAN.23

TUES..JAN.26
WED..JAN.27
THURS..JAN.28
FRI.,JAN29
SAT..JAN.30

TTS 11
TTS 10

classes
classes

TTS

9 classes

MWF

11 classes
8 classes

TTS

MWF

10

classes
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Tom

Candidates For Editorshi|
Describe Editor's Duties

Fennell

and John Bennett
The function and purpose
of the

Jim SavageAs

thing that

first

community

nee

is

(or

should

a

be)

that

is

than
should not

closer

ganization and repair of the

most,the PURPLE
only be personal as a publi-

end of the newspa-

cation but should be reflec-

should be done
technical

From

per.

the re-or-

is

tive

talking to prospec-

dent interest;but

this will

the staff

if

fulfill

whom

One innovation

in a graphically attractive

am

which

make would be

Some
seem

self-evident

and yet they

In

general

a

believe

.

all

have

feel I

would

claim again as
the

to

feel

the

they

is

the most

newspaper that

to produce a

the student

reflects

and what

The
the editor

it

body

is

aspires to be.

first
is

responsibility of

to organize an

effective staff that

will

not

only do the necessary work
but also reflect the diversity

and talents of the student body.

The

editor

must provide

the leadership and motivation
to get

more students involved

in writing for

and producing

second responsibility of

paper should look more read
Other college papers, .such
the ones at Emory and

in its virtual

pidgeon-ho-

to

ROTC

courses.

A

really

worthwhile compromise might
have arisen from more serious

be

primary purpose of a newspaper. The news department has

places that they can go for a

two main functions:

there

a)to keep

Vanderbilt.are good examples
for us to follow. Also, the qua-

of writing deserves close

attention.

A

good many

ar-

should be completely

ticles

articles,

ments from students, faculty
and administration.
We have developed a two
week news time schedule. Presently,there is not one being
used and this is reflected in
some of the poor articles
which have appeared.

as

lity

containing related

transcribed reports, and state-

ible.

re-written before being prin-

The editorial page should
be under the management of
ted.

"As a result of these changes in the

manager who
would be responsible for maan

editorial

weekend and what
to do there.
4)The basic change in lay-

night or
is

news department,

there will be

out will be to take the long

it,

where it belongs.
5)The photography

will

better coordinated with

be

all ar-

To produce a better impact we have two photographers who will not just get a
picture of something, but who
ticles.

will

try

and capture the ac-

tion and feeling of an event.

HOW TO DO
Financially, the

has had

its

IT

PURPLE

ups and downs.
seems with the

However,it
change to off-set printing,fi-

nancial management of the
paper can be put in hand.
To accomplish these goals
ager

more news.better

intaining the continuity and

purpi©0

quality of the editorials.
Finally and perhaps most
important,the editor must be

with

all

the students so that

cult

of

challenges.

my

EDITOR: JIM ESKEW; Managing Editor: Jim Cameron; Assistant
Editors: Robert Day, Fitz McAdden; Associate Editors: Pete Stringer,
David Stokes, Tom Burroughs; Executive Assistants: Jim Savage, John
Bennett, Steve Zimmerman; News Editor; Don Fishburne; Feature Editor:

I

But.because

Judy Ward; Sports Editor: Kyle Rote; Lay-Out Editor

past experience on the

paper and

in

organizations,!
I

in-

various other

I

am

I

confident

can meet them.

NEWS STAFF:

of R.O.T.C.

i,of

ould n

I

totally succeed,

as there are several

sons for keeping

good reaon the

Tom

Laurin McSwain, Rusty Boylan.Ginny Ennett, Pat Pope.

Bill Steward, Janet Carroll, Pan Ready, George
Herb Reynolds, Raul Mattel, Chuck Emerson, Clayt Clough, Rick
Cromer, Carol Peebles, Mike Bewers, Jack Crawford, Tom Neal, Laurie
Rice, Tom Pruit, Janet Fincher, Cathy Zimmerman.
SPORTS STAFF: Hank Davis, Steve Hattendorf, Ty Wilkenson, Trice
Fasig, Sandy Burnett.
LAY-OUT STAFF: Nan Tucker, Tom Johns, Sara O'Conner, Tom Hendershot, Martha Blueck; Artists: Tom Fennel, Warren Jacobson,
Photographers: Frank Marreno, Bruce Racheter.
BUSINESS STAFF: Dave Mason, Faye Kilgore, Tom Neal.

Joslin,

ROTC

Mountain. The chief argument, as I see it, for preserving
ROTC's academic credit (in
some form),is to keep ROTC
(Turn to Pace 4)

Fennel;

FEATURES STAFF:

|

The

:

Business Manager: Orrin Harrison; Advertising Manager: Clendon Lee;
Proof Editor: Sandy Johnson; Circulation Managers: Tim Toler, Edson
Smith, Secretary: Sally Pruit.

1

I

presented by Dick Lodge and
Clark Plexico concerning the
status of academic credit given

will

know about

features articles off the front

The Delegate Assembly has

ling of the resolution recently

the

page and put the news back on

TO THE EDITOR:

ment

The pur-

to

is

students

let

Sewanee; 2)to present
information as a background
to issues concerning students.
To provide background information for news articles the
PURPLE will contain a back

I

perhaps overlooked a potential area of academic improve-

such as Atlanta, Mem

interest

phis and Gatlinburg.

to report news concerning the

terests and concerns. The proposed change in the curriculum
is one example of this-intramurals is another.
All of the above are diffi-

Defense

on places of

l)News reporting

ings in

prove the content of the paper. Too much news of interest to the student body is not
treated with enough depth or
is not reported at all.

In

include articles

community and the happen-

the paper reflects student

should be moved back on to
the front page and the whole

the fea-

in

Some ideas that we have
thought would be of interest
tures.

South'.

the next editor will be to im-

Another responsibility for
the editor will be to improve
the format of the paper. News

intend to use staff planning

what to include

pose of these articles

the student newspaper.

A

and jiow.jyou. jtfe jjoThe areas under

3)There will be no features
department as such. Instead,

we

and student ideas to determine

WHAT TO PRINT

file

PURPLE

in

,

by not using photographs from

dents of the University of the

think that being editor

I

important and responsible job
a student can have. It is his job

of the candidates.

feel that

students aware of events and

Clendon Lee
of the

schedule to

previous weeks or years.

what to print are layout, features, news photography, and
sports. The areas under how to
do it are business management
and staff organization.

is

will set a

upon last minute figures to try
and work a story out with and

ine.iftjlfl.Jtt.

once did that

We

better organize the sports coverage and photography. We

organ of the stu-

'the official

PUR-

it

SEWANEE PURPLE

give

Study what we say,and what

_to_jprint

so that the masthead can pro-

spectrum

who have

more time
more space to this

concentrate

will

and

of the other candidates
have to offer. Your decision

The two main problems

the

We

are presenting our ideas

putting a paper out are what'

newsreel

await

must

should be made mainly on the
statements of purpose and policy

to have an

gun last year. Not until "this is
done can the content improve

a

recourse

way

produce to shown in Blackman
Auditorium that would cover
and satirize newsworthy events;but this and all other innovations

PLE'S columns. Since Sewa-

2)The sports department
of the weak points has been
the poor coverage of IM sports.

the sports can be better covered if we don't depend

qualified to

PURPLE

students

something to say can

the

staff

all

can best

completion of the changeover in format that was be-

PURPLE

the

that

should represent
so that

I

occasional

statements of policy

necessary.

are

vi-

ready.

way, I can state the general desires of the student body for
more sports coverage.more
news about people, and the
invocation of the light touch
every now and then. I firmly

ting.

has been run very well,but one

organization.

of the ideas are related to the
mechanics of the newspaper.

of using different media for

content are empty unless a
is

in

is

here for you to examine. Most

that promise.

manner. Promises of improved
able organization

We

together. Nocan-

that spirit;he can

to judge as to
.

newspaper

efficiency

only pledge to try, and having
thus pledged, ask the students

is

to efficiently present material

tion.the

operate efficiently. The key to

that ties the

spirit

grasp

will

be

adequately tooled and trained

with this type of communica-

didate can promise that he

1

enough enthusiasm to produce
copy that will maintain stupossible only

of the

community

members and other

tive staff

students, I'm convinced that there

is

i the ideas and
of the students
in a clear and informative
manner. To have a PURPLE
>

a candidate for editor.

believe that the
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Impressive Try

/port/"

By Sewanee Grapplers
On December 18,when
most of the Sewanee popul-

Fred DeCossimo lost to
Gary Rushing of Athletes in

sion,

ace were going home.several

Action

only

of the Tiger

Matmen wer

round;Rushing also went on to win his
weight class. In the consolation
Fred lost to Oklahoma State's
Denny Craft,who went on to

par-

Chattanooga

ticipating in the

Open Tournament. Sewanee
participants were

(126),Kevin

ing

Bill MannLenahan

McClure lost his second round
match to Greg Hicks of Athletes in Action.the number two

John McClure (167),PhilElder (177),Jim Booker (191),
Trice Fasig (Hwt.).and Bobby
Lee (Hwt.).

seed in that bracket. Phil Elder was defeated by

first

of Clarion State in a close 1-0

decision;Murdock

won

Downs

Murdock

closer to beating

With the upcoming South-

game this weekend
Sewanee Roundballers
would like to forget their most
recent game against Transylvania. The hometown team
didn't give the Sewanee playwestern
the

ers

much

of a selcoming as

end,except of course,Fujita:a
very impressive performance
for a freshman. Lenahan was

by Wayland Long, who pumped 26 points, kept the game
from being any more of a
rout. Sewanee's 44 percent
shooting didn't help

much

ther as Transylvania was able

manage 55 percent of

to

fourth.

class.

Stites

Kevin did well des-

their

vi:tory,with

ninth

team

first

is

of

Oklahoma

la

of Athletes in Action,a for-

Amundson of

seconds,sorry

the

ning 11-1. Lee then lost to

Harry Geris of Oklahoma State

Athletes

Ma-

and became the only team
member to place as he defeated Trice Fasig" by forfeit for
the fifth place trophy.

The

decisioned Jim3-2 for

N.C.A.A.

Champs,

Amundson and Baum.as

Best

Wrestler

Award

Sewanee

the

well

wrestlers

are

freshmen and none of the team
did poorly consider-

Carr,who was the
Tech Invitational 's

as Fletcher

Georgia

to
in

drawing together the nation's
top wrestlers. All but four of

weight bracket featured two
previous

;

have been a vast success

The

place trophy.

fifth

Bob). Jristoff

with Kristoff win-

in the finals

State.

members

ing the quality of the wrestlers

reci-

present.

neck.

pite nursing a swollen

its

un-

is

defeated in the U.S. in seven
years. This was soon followed

shots'

they dominated the game from
the first and went on to post
score of 89-60.

placed

Larry Kristoff iwho

ist

and Corolla went on to meet

Baum

Team

Mike Young.who won that

weight

ei-

wanee was Trice Fasig. Fasig
lost to Olympic Silver Medal-

yor Daley's Chicago Wrestling

,

first

he defeated Marvin

weight bracket for Se-

State, who

in Action. Pat Flaherty of

stopped by Oklahoma State's
Bob Stites in the second round
in 4:40. Stites went on to lose
to

in this

mer N.C.A.A. Champion (14

Larry

any other wrestler that week-

Roundballers

as

Mitchell of Atlanta,4-2. Also

in the tournament's
tastest pin against Nick Corol-

Jim then beat UTC's Gary
Drake but lost to third place

thar

match

tournament's toughest bracket
lost to Jack Zindel of Michigan

off

an 9-1 decision. Manning came

Tiger to win his

pearance
th

won the bracket by
beating N.C.A.A. Champ Ge-

his

next match before losing to
Oklahoma State's Yoshiro FuJita the number one seed by

In the Heavyweight Divi

Bobby Lee became the

by Bobby Lee's featured ap-

demon

Delane of Oklahoma State.
Jim Booker,wrestling in

round Lenahan
and McClure had byes. Bill
Manning lost to Dale Murdock
In the

in the first

place fifth in that weight. John

(142),Fred DeCossimo (158),

Transylvania

Made

Delts, Faculty, Phis

a

Coach Davalos'

now

Bob Knight 8
Mark Knight 6

3-8 for the

the schedule they
have played has been somewhat awesome. The usual hot
year, but

McWilliams 5
Herb Stewart

Lead

7

The

hands of Mark Knight and Billy McWilliams were not up to

leyball

finals of the

Tournament

IM

Vol-

will

be

played next week with all preliminary competition taking

par but a stellar perfo

Volleyball

the Phi's. The Delts and the
Phi's are undefeated in league

competition, with

the

Delts

top favorite. Here
for the

the

final

is

the draw

competition in

round.

first

The three favored teams must

the White League Champion-

PDT vsBTP last night
LCA vsFIJI last nietit
Fac vs SAE Wednesday

be the Dells, the Faculty, and

ship race and look to be the

DTD

place every night this week.

Sewanee Swimmers

In I.M.

not having lost even a match.

The

Phi's beat the Faculty in

vs

ATO

7:30

Wednesday 8:15

Varsity Schedule

C.A.C. Championship

BASKETBALL
The University of the South

Swim Team came home

Satur-

day afternoon from smashing

Sewanee captured every

indi-

vidual
will

be against Tulane
the

Tankmen

take a long

DeKalb University in a dual
meet. Although Sewanee swam

as

people in different events
than normal, they still managed

for a final spring at the C.A.C.

to

kill

finals

break before regrouping

any DeKalb spurts as

NEW

here
South western...... 3:00p.m
Jan.15
here Feb.4
Western Kentucky... 3 :00p.m
away
Tulane,Auburn....7:30
Feb.6
here
3:00p.m
Emory
Feb.12
here
2:00p.m
Georgia Tech
Feb.20
Feb.13
Feb.25, 26,27. .C-A-C. Tournament at
Feb.15
Lexington, Va.
Feb.19
Feb.20
WRESTLING

Feb.5
Feb. 8
Feb.12
Feb.19

& Aub

.
_

1971

VOLKSWAGEN

Dec. 18

BEETLE BAILEY

Chattanooga Open

Jan. 11

UT

Jan. 16

Maryville

Feb. 6

Southwestern

at

Martin

1918

30

Nashville

HIGHLAND RIM
VOLKSWAGEN,
B &

David Lipscomb

Lambuth

College.. .Nashville

College

Southwestern
Oral Roberts Univ

Jackson.Tenn.

Memphis
Tulsa.Okla.

..Sewanee

Armstrong State
Birmingham Southern.. .Sewanee
Feb.25, 26,27. -C.A.C. Tournament at
Danville, Kentucky
All

Home Games

8:00p.m.

Sewanee

&

Sewanee
Baton Rouge
Lexington, Va.

You'll Find It At

Mutt &

INC.

Georgia State

Memphis

UT at Chattanooga
Feb.20
L.S.U
Feb.26&27.. C.A.C. Tournament
Feb. 13

s

St. Louis

Sewanee
Sewanee

Southwestern

Charlie's

G SUPPLY STORE

SEWANEE
STUDENT UNION
THEATRE
AND

SANDWICH SHOP
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We

Bennett & Fennel
(Starts

who

there

crease the revenues received.
six

main

areas that will

two

this work depends upon
of,Tom and myself,
work with the staff and the
amount of time we can spend
on the paper. We will make ev-

stu-

PURPLE. A

third resource

is

national advertising which

is

the services of our equipment
out to other publications such

vertising

here, in order to provide a free

subscriptions has been

opportunity for those who, for
one reason or another, desire

SEWANEE NEWS

though

this

revenue

will

and

more

passive than active. Since sub-

not

fill that by going out and soliciting subscriptions from al-

off set some.

umni and parents.that it could
become a major source of income. To aid in this we plan
to have more efficient hand-

2)Postage and handling rea sizable drain each

present

week.

We

will try

and get

a

we have

better postage rate and

ling of subscriptions

developed a system that will
reduce the handling costs ab-

ter collection

We

of

can safely say that a sa$1000 to $3000 should

money comes from the same
fund that the German Club,

will eliminate the cost

of

their

save

ducing the pictures and save
salaries

We

are go-

continually arises.

is

pay

We

tion),!

ter, and

list

l)ROTC

ROTC

courses could

be reduced from

now becomes

ROTC stu-

some

dents to take other courses

degree of redundancy and ex-

during the traditionally sche-

traneous ness in the material

duled class times.

will

concur that there

covered

in class, most

is

to offer such

of which

could be omitted with a
fiable

complaint

frequently

is

ROTC

that

more reasonable

(Ihope) be so easily cast

too

all

A resolution

recommendations to the Curriculum Committee could not

little

streamlining. 2) Another justi-

between

to other

relation

ning hours),freeing

ROTC

week. Most students in

in

Second, restrict the
meeting of ROTC classes to
the afternoon hours (or at
least from the far busier morcourses.

two

these

thus impress a reduc-

tion in class time devoted to

the present three class-hour

they have to be able to work

and not for the position.

wish to

effectively,

the different departments and

sofn

c

moderate one,
would be to reduce credit from
three to two hours per semessuggestion^

for several years (I joined

points:

ROTC courses. One

lowed on

when the Air Force
was moving from a four to a
two year program of instruc-

but the most impor-

communication

laried jobs that existed before

i

last,

which

Program

at the time

tant issue. To have organization there must be time tables
kept on a day-to-day basis in
each department. There has to

number or people
The reason
some of the sa-

that

are going to be eliminated.

gram

money. Therefore if we
you money here maybe it

Organization
the

receiving a salary.

for this

This

mean a better party weekend band or something better
than Ti-Grace Atkinson.

ing to reduce the over-all out

tion in the

PURPLE'

ROTC

frequently voiced.funda-

mental polemics against ROTC
call for some kind of feasible
endeavor. A realistic path of
action might be to limit-not
eliminate-academic credit al-

out going to extremes.
Having been in the pro-

will

lay in salaries through a reduc-

less

should be reckoned with,and
I think that they can be, with-

Student Forum.Jazz Society
and other student activities get

re-

4 (The question of

the

The students contribute $5000

photo-

hours are substantially lessened.
These specific contentions,
added to the widely felt,but

cisms of the present status of

will be paid only for the pictures used and not the ones he

Secondly, the

acade-

mic merit and thereby should
some academic reward.
However.there are valid criti-

be realized by the students.

graphers will print pictures in
different column widths. This

ROTC

some

Page 2)
worth twelve academic hours)
that must be taken during the
last four-and most crucialsemesters. Thus options on taking more genuinely academic
electives during the morning

entail

and bet-

vings of

a year to the

popular opinion-that
courses do have

bills.

out 90%.
3}Photography costs are
going to be reduced in two
ways. First.the photographers

prints.

to pursue an officer program
toward entering the military.
As an ROTC student myself,
I hasten to add-regardless of

scriptions are $7.50 each.we

Think over what we have
We feel that we can do

the best job for you-

i

between 50%-100%.
6)The policy for getting

Office. Even-

Development

the

commercials. As a
plan to increase ad-

match the total equipment
and printing costs.it will be

stated.

Defense of R.O.T.C.

In

TV

we

-

to

of expense. Since we cannot
reduce the cost.we plan to
compensate some by renting

result

win.we plan to make the paper
our first objective, therefore
we are taking this reduced

the ability

costs are the

ban on

working

If

make

dent publications have found
but haven't been used in the

l)Equipment and printing
two major areas

is

have set up the lines

by which the different areas

with

begin

member

personally for us. Between us,
we will only be taking 25

segment and job on

We

paper.

To

that the other

ville

enable us to accomplish this

as the

that a staff

have worked time-

advertising potential

is

in the Valley which hasn't
been touched. There is potential in Chattanooga and Nash-

plan to cut the costs and in-

The

We

tables for

plan incre
advertising.

We

projections.

staff

ef-

and who can work toge-

ther.

5)Dne of the majo

summaries and month-to-

cial

a good individual

(

be making weekly financial reports.monthly finanwill

month budget

fort

ery effort to work with the
and get rid of the feeling

have picked a staff that

will give

down

by the huffing and puffing of

classes force

schedule conflicts with both

together.

major and non-major courses
probably more beneficial to
the students* studies.

mind that there

Senior, John

four

Popham

ROTC

Keep

in

HARRY GLENOSS

are a total of

courses

(now

THE SEWANEE MARKET

Gets N.C.A.A. Award

In the Village

Popham, who

sidering

STORE

Open 7

NATIONAL STORES

is

the texfof a letter

Tuesday's

It

was

writ-

MILMK'S FOOD MARKET

<

mens sana

I
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Football captain and Phi
Beta Kappa John N. Popham
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